Introduction
It has been known for more than thirty y ears that there exists C Pviolation in the K 0 , K 0 transition 1 . This eect can be naturally interpreted by a non-trivial phase of the Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) matrix 2 for quark avor mixing in the standard electroweak model. So far, no other evidence for C P violation has been unambiguously established. Some intensive experimental eorts, such a s t h e B factory programs at KEK and at SLAC, are underway to search for large signals of C Pasymmetries and to test the KM mechanism of C Pviolation in the B-meson system. It is also expected that the study of B physics can provide a unique opportunity to discover new physics beyond the standard model, in particular, that responsible for the origin of quark masses and C Pviolation.
Unitarity of the 3 3 KM matrix allows a geometrical description of C P violation in the complex plane, the so-called unitarity triangle 3 . To meet various possible measurements of C Pasymmetries at the forthcoming B factories, theorists have i n troduced many ingenious ways to determine properties of the unitarity triangle. The aim of this talk is to review some of those methods proposed in the past few years in a realistic manner. 
Unitarity Triangle
One of the constraints among the KM matrix elements due to unitarity is:
This relation corresponds to a triangle in the complex plane, the well-known unitarity triangle 3 (see Fig. 1 
Obviously the correction term f vanishes if 2 = 1 or A 2 =A 1 = 0 . F or illustration, we estimate the size of A 2 =A 1 within the standard model and link the phase combinations to the C Pangles for three typical decay (2 2 ) and + is illustrated in and its charge-conjugate relation can be used to determine the angle 3 in the standard model. Since several comprehensive reviews on these approaches have existed in the literature 31 , w e shall not go into any detail here. Of course there are several sources of uncertainties associated with the S U(3) analysis (e.g., it is dicult to estimate the S U(3) breaking eect in relevant strong phases). For this reason, this method cannot be used to look for new physics eects; but it should be useful for self-consistency checks.
Concluding Remarks
In this mini-review, we h a v e discussed various ways to get at properties of the unitarity triangle. We believe that B 0 -B 0 mixing is the best bet to look for new physics. As C Pasymmetries in most of neutral B decays involve the interplay of decay and B 0 -B 0 mixing, some special attention has been paid to the relationship between the geometrical angles ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) and the measurable ones ( KS , + , 0 KS , etc). The latter may contain some information about the underlying new physics in B decays. Thus it is worthwhile to confront dierent methods of extracting i with the forthcoming measurements at B-meson factories, in order to fully test the KM mechanism of C Pviolation and pin down possible new physics.
Eventually an accurate measurement of jV ub j and jV cb j will be available to x two sides of the unitarity triangle without much i n terference from new physics. The element jV td j can be well determined (or constrained) from observation of K + ! + . When the hadronic matrix element associated with h B 0 jHjB 0 i is measured from more delicate lattice-QCD computation, there will be a more reliable (and independent) constraint o n j V td j from the data of It is quite clear that while a search for new physics in B decays represents a great experimental challenge, it might yield great reward. Also it is a good time to think about more delicate B-physics experiments beyond asymmetric B factories.
